“Fireburn Doctor”: Free
remote treatment of burns
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Over 1235 people from 52 countries all around the
world have reported unusually quick and good healing
of burns by calling or texting a certain number. This
looks too good to be true, so we decided to take a closer
look at the FireBurnDoctor phenomenon.
FireBurnDoctor is a free global remote service, primarily aimed at the healing of burns and shingles. Neither does the volunteer
group behind it accept donations. People from all around the world are encouraged to call within 30 minutes after a burn and to
provide name at birth, date of birth and place of birth (or text a photograph of the burn victim). Then someone trained in the
FireBurnDoctor team calls you back to confirm your details and ask you to report the results in one or two hours. Then someone on
the FBD team “processes” the case remotely, from a distance. So far, the head of the team says that over 1235 people from 52
countries and 50 states in USA have experienced that this works. Whether it’s true? We don’t know, but it sounds a bit “bizarre”
that distant healing or prayer is able to heal a third degree burn in an unusually short amount of time without skin transplantation,
but this is supposed to have happened many times, according to the people who have used the Fireburn Doctor phenomenon.
The man behind this global project, called the Global Burn Eradication Project, is Philip Savage who lived in California. He
comes from Brittany in France, where he was known as Philippe Sauvage. The project is led by the medical doctor Joseph Watson,
who was trained by Savage.
“If you can dream it you can do it.” - Dr. Philip Savage
Sentenced in France, acquitted in USA
In 1990 Savage participated in a TV-program that had over 12 million viewers, where he displayed astonishing results of the
healings he performed. After the program he was contacted by thousands, which he at the time accepted payments from. But some
were disappointed and sent complaints, according to the BBC, who have published a highly critical article about Savage. But it
does not show the whole truth. According to Thulea.com it was the French Marxists who set up a political conspiracy against
Savage and his organization Breton Liberation Movement. Thulea.com is a website that describes the work of Savage in a positive
way, including scientific experiments and studies he has participated in. The non-profit organization Catharsis is behind the page.
French Court sentenced Savage in 1995 for fraud to five years in prison, according to the BBC, but he had already moved to
Greenland to start a therapeutic center. Later he fled to the USA and received asylum there. In 2000, Philip Savage was acquitted
in the US Supreme Court, and this is published online. Here it was revealed that Savage is a religious healer supporting the ethnic
rights of the Celtic people in the French province of Brittany. The Supreme Court confirmed that Savage was convicted in error
and evidence confirmed that he was wrongly convicted in France as a result of politically motivated prosecutions. It says he was
pursued on the basis of political reasons. According to Thulea.com he is a champion of all persecuted and oppressed groups and a
representative of the Druids in Europe.
Supporter Jane Clements
Filmmaker Jane Clements from Cornwall in England has been extremely impressed by the results of the FireBurnDoctor burn
calls. She has made a film about witnesses who talk about unusually rapid healing of various burns, addictions and other injuries
after they called the FireBurnDoctor. Jane is now herself certified and trained by the FireBurnDoctor, so she gets text messages
from the team and treats burns at a distance immediately.
“Nine million people have died of burns since we started the FireBurnDoctor project six years ago. It is a huge global catastrophe
on a major scale that people die of burns at all, because it is completely preventable. I'm not saying that none of them would have
died, but very many of them could have been alive and able to play tennis within a few weeks”, says Jane. She heard about Philip
Savage and FireBurnDoctor through some friends in 2004. They had been helped by calling FireBurnDoctor for burns, and they
were very impressed at how unusually quickly their burns were healed and were looking fine without disfiguring scars.
“I witnessed my first burn healing when my daughter was burned. For us it was extremely significant, because she was nine years
old and she said that the burn felt cold, 'tingly' and ceased to hurt immediately after we called”, she says. It is not normal for burns
to feel cold and tingly. Usually they feel very burning, sore and painful. But many of the healing cases Jane has filmed and read
about testify that the wounds felt cold and tingly shortly after they called FireBurnDoctor. The healing is to have occurred
immediately or within half an hour after they called.
“For me this is hard to believe.”
“Yes, you don’t have to believe it. See it with your own eyes. We don’t ask people to believe it, one has to experience it”, says
Jane.
The methods used
Burns by the FireBurnDoctor team are taken care of from a distance after one phone call or text message. This method is not called
healing or remote healing, but "Distant Subliminal Neuro-Bypass" (DSNB) and Bio-Restoration.
“It happens from a distance (remotely), it works on a subconscious level (subliminal) and people don’t need to know that they are
being treated when they experience burns. "Neuro-bypass" refers to the method that bypasses the brain's overreaction to heat, pain,
fear and stress from burns”, explains Clements.

The other technique used, “Subliminal Distant Influentiality” (SDI) is very similar, but this is much more complicated and is
designed to work on all types of crises, health or other injuries, even belated and complicated burns, addiction, car accident
injuries.
“Why isn’t it just called distant healing or healing?”
“Healing is so overused. So many people talk about it but don’t actually do it, or they mean and are practicing therapy, not healing.
A lot of good work is being done which actually is therapy. This is a completely different field where Philip goes to the cause, and
then the symptoms go away. Savage says: "I'm not a healer. I create healers," says Clements. He meets regularly to train others to
work in the FireBurnDoctor team.
"I'm not a healer. I create healers." - Dr. Philip Savage
A "bio-matrix hacker"
Philip Savage doesn’t call himself a healer or remote healer, but a "bio-matrix hacker."
“All life is connected, just like the Internet. We are all one. Philip is able to surf this kind of Internet, called the bio-matrix, and
download a new program to the injured person (the PC), which is a new body without burns. That's what he and his students can do
with the help of bio-matrix hacking”, says Clements.
“What is bio-matrix?”
“Bio-Matrix is all life, the life force. It’s what unites all things living - trees, plants, animals and humans. All life is part of this biomatrix”.
“Is it the same as those in China called "qi"?
“Yes, it is related”, confirms Clements.
Philip himself explains further: “My technique is a way to break into the biofield’s coherent whole (matrix) which connects us all
together as a global bio-internet. When an individual “PC” (person) experiences problems, infections or accidents, I "write" a
specific bio-program with suitable bio-algorithms to solve and fix the problem, before I "hack" the bio-matrix to upload it. Then it
will be automatically downloaded to the individual “PC” (person) who has experienced crisis, to fix the specific software’s (the
"program" in the brain) conflict or problem.”
Clements says that Philip received training in healing from both his mother, grandmother and great-grandmother. His capabilities
he is said to have inherited from the female side of the family, going back several generations. “Savage resets us back to our
original blueprint, our true nature. This is what we are meant to do. We’re not meant to cause harm and hurt each other. We are
meant to heal ourselves and protect life on the planet,” says Clements.
The film RUSH
Clements’ film, RUSH, about FireBurnDoctor and Philip Savage, was shown at the Cannes Film Festival in May 2015. The film
won an Angel Award for "Best Special Mention" at Monaco International Film Festival in 2014, the only international film festival
that only shows non-violent movies. The goal of RUSH is to make the Fire Burn Doctor phenomenon known worldwide, so that as
many people as possible get to know that they can call this U.S. telephone number within 30 minutes in the case of fire burns, and
within 24 hours in the case of shingles.
“The world needs to know this. There is a higher power that is available in cases of emergency. Here is the proof. That's what the
film is about. We can change things,” says Jane. She and the rest of FireBurnDoctor team wish to emphasize that this is something
all the world's people can do and be a part of. The film also shows that drug addicts, car accident injuries and sick or injured
animals have been helped by Dr. Savage’s SDI technology.
“We have a lot of evidence of burns and other injuries and illnesses. Many of those who had received burns did not even know
someone had called on their behalf,” says Jane. She talks about several cases of incredible healings, and the film also shows the
interviews with people who talk about unusually fast and good healing of burns. A nurse talks about a little girl in Ghana who had
received third-degree burns across the abdomen and down the front of the legs. Her life was in grave danger because of
dehydration and infection. Normally, she would have needed to receive skin grafting and the healing would have taken many
months. After the witness called FireBurnDoctor, the girl was unusually quickly healed and she did not even lose the pigmentation
in the skin, which otherwise occurs by second degree and third degree burns. She did not need a transplantation either. There are
before and after pictures of her, and they are absolutely exceptional.
Wants to get out to war zones
The next step is to get TV stations, TV reporters and filmmakers to become aware of the phenomenon. Jane especially hopes to be
able to reach the TV reporters who are out in war zones and accident locations where fire burns happen. They can call
FireBurnDoctor for wounded people while a TV crew films the incident, and can document what happens to the injured person the
following half hour. For serious injuries one should obviously contact health care professionals first.
“All they have to do is call or text and start filming,” says Jane.
Evidence of the existence of God?
This says the American doctor Joseph Watson, head of FireBurnDoctor team in the movie RUSH:
“Philip’s burn tests prove for the first time, on a scientific level, the existence of a higher power, that by using SDI (Subliminal
Distant Influentiality) can be reached for the dramatic rapid healing of burns that are unknown to modern medicine. When SDI is
used on burns form a distance, the results are extremely dramatic, highly visible and immediate.”
This is a pretty extreme statement. If there was real scientific evidence for God, why doesn’t it receive greater attention? For most
people it probably sounds too good to be true...

To use the FireBurnDoctor involves no risk, no cost and it does not interfere with standard medical treatment since everything
happens from a distance and involves no direct contact with the burn victim. There is no ethical dilemmas involved. So it doesn’t
hurt to try.
As mentioned, over 1,235 people received unusually good and rapid healing of burns by calling the number. When a sufficient
number of fire burn victims experience the same, Savage will start to train his own emergency teams in response to future terrorist
bombs.
Alpha waves increased 40 times
There have been several scientific experiments on Philip Savage’s capabilities, and scientific studies about his ability to accelerate
the healing of burns and injuries.
In a “brain mapping” experiment in 2000 at the University of California in San Diego, in the program for Neurobiology, Philip’s
brain activity was measured before and after he actively worked with his healing method. They measured the EEG
(electroencephalography) which records electrical impulses arising in the cerebral cortex. The experiment showed that Savage’s
alpha wave level increased 30 to 40 times from when he rested to when he worked with his healing methods.
“It is highly unusual and extraordinary. Scientists have never seen this in a human before. It has only ever been seen in marine
mammals like whales, never in humans,” says Clements.
Alpha waves are associated with the brain state during “relaxed concentration”. In normal alpha state, the subconscious connects
into learning, long-term memory is strengthened, and information flows freely between the brain hemispheres. The alpha-state
releases imagination and creativity, assists inspiration, better learning and better memory. Example of methods to put oneself in the
alpha state are relaxation exercises, meditation, breathing exercises, healing or listening to pleasant and quiet music.
Not electromagnetism
Another experiment was done on Savage when he was in a shielded room that was built to block electromagnetic radiation. Savage
was placed in this room to do remote treatment, and the room was separated from the people he was treating. The experiment
showed that his treatment is not affected by electromagnetic radiation and that the treatment worked equally well when he sat in
this shielded room, as when he was with the patients.
Two double-blind studies
The sociologist Dr. Jane Dillon has led a double-blind randomized study of Philip Savage’s burn treatments, “Subliminal HypnoProgramming Technology”, in 1999. Dr. Dillon is president of the organization Catharsis. They studied the healing of severe third
degree burns in 10 children at the Grossman Burn Center in Sherman Oaks, California. The study was conducted by the Institute of
Sociology at the University of California, San Diego.
One group of five children had normal medical treatment and the second group of five children received remote healing from
Savage, in addition to normal medical treatment. None of the children or their parents knew that the children were treated by
Savage. None of the children who Savage treated remotely died, but recovered within an unusually short period without infection,
with little or no pain, unusually small skin grafts and with revitalized energy when they came out from burns center. The burns
were also healed, despite the fact that third degree burns such as this are normally not healed. Among the children who received
only normal treatment, because the hospital staff wouldn’t contact Savage’s teams, there were two who died of burns. The other
children went home after “normal” time without the fire burn healed, and with substantial skin grafts. The study also showed that
there is no risk using Savage’s treatment.
Dr. Dillon also organized a double-blind study of Savage’s remote treating on shingles (herpes zoster). The study is ongoing now,
and so far they have documented six people who have received unusually rapid healing of shingles without the use of
medications. All six cases were observed by qualified physicians - four in New York and two in California. More about this can
be read on Thulea.org.
Call in case of burns
If you or someone you know or observe gets a burn, you can in addition to calling emergency or an ambulance, call or
text FireBurnDoctor. The number from Norway, Europe, South and Central America and Asia is 001-818-332-6445.
You must call or text within 30 minutes after the burn occurred. It's absolutely free and you only need to give the injured
person's name at birth, date of birth and place of birth, and someone in the team will call you back within 30 minutes.
You can also text any picture of the injured person to the same number.
Although this may seem quite bizarre and strange, it can’t hurt to try.... If you just save the number in your phone, then at
least you have the possibility to call in the case a burn or shingles should occur.
Read more here:

o

www.PSproof.com is a site for proof, testimony and reports from people who have experienced healing, as well as
information about Philip Savage. Here is also the link to the movie RUSH about this healing project. It is posted
on YouTube and is free for all to see.

o

www.FireBurnDoctor.com is also a page with reports and link to the movie, as well as information about where to
get training and resources on how to spread information about FireBurnDoctor. Under the link “Training” there is
also information about courses.

o

www.Thulea.org describes the work of Philip Savage, including scientific experiments and studies he has
participated in. The non-profit organization Catharsis is behind the page.

